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ASYMPTOTICS OF SOLUTIONS 
TO THE POISSON PROBLEM 
IN A PERFORATED DOMAIN WITH CORNERS 
By F. BLANC and S. A. NAZAROV 
ABSTRACT. - The complete asymptotic decomposition is found for a solution of the Dirichlet problem for the 
Poisson equation in a perforated rectangle Q(e). In addition to the usual boundary layers at the sides of Q(E), the 
precise description of the asymptotics needs to construct boundary layers in the vicinities of comer points on aQ(e). 
All boundary layers possess an exponential decay inside Q(E). The proximity of the truncated asymptotic series 
to the exact solution is confirmed by estimating the remainders of the asymptotic representations in the norms of 
H’ (Q(E)), H2 (Q(E)) and weighted Sobolev spaces. Certain generalizations of the approach are discussed. namely, 
systems of differential equations, other boundary conditions and geometric figures. 
RBuME. - Dans cet article, on etablit la decomposition asymptotique complete de la solution du probkme de 
Dirichlet pour l’equation de Poisson dans un rectangle perfore Q(E). Pour decrire le developpement asymptotique 
avec precision dans le voisinage des coins de i)Q(e), on a besoin de construire des couches-limites suppltmentaires 
& celles associkes aux c&S de Q(E). On donne une justification de I’approximation de la solution exacte par la 
solution tronqute en estimant les restes de ces representations asymptotiques dans les normes H’ (Q(E)), H’(Q(E)) 
et les espaces de Sobolev pond&es. On propose certaines generalisations de cette approche, en particulier pour les 
systemes d’equations differentielles, pour d’autres conditions aux limites et d’autres figures geometriques. 
1. Introduction 
Let the sizes of the rectangle: 
(1.1) Q = (0, L,) x (0, L2), 4 = (($4) x (0, b) 
be in the relationship 
(1.2) Li = p&J-l, i = 1,2, 
where pi, N E N (the set of positive integers) while E = l/N denotes a small parameter. 
Fixing any domain A with Lipschitz boundary dA, we assume 2 = A U dA c q and 
construct the Z-periodic set Al generated by A and the vector I = (Ii, 12), namely, 
Al = {x = (x1, x2) : 3 nl, n2 E Z = (0; fl, f2:. . .} : 
(1.3) (xl + 7~111, ~2 + n&2) E A}. 
Its contraction A, = {x : E -lx E A,}, in virtue of (1.2), enjoys the condition 
i3A, fl 8Q = 0 for any E = l/N, i.e. the boundary of the perforated rectangle: 
(1.4) Q(E) = Q \ A, 
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which looks like a cross-section of the Swiss cheese, consists of the rectangular boundary 
I‘,, = i3dC, and the boundary I-t(r) = ~34, n C) of the holes inside Q: furthermore, 
I‘IJ n IT.,(C) = 0. 
The main goal of this paper is to construct the complete asymptotic expansion of the 
solution U(E, :r:) to the Dirichlet problem: 
(1.5) -&.U(E. :c) = f(x), 2: E Q(C)> 
(1.6) 71(&.:x) = 0. :c E r,(E). 
(1.7) U(E. 3:) = 0. :c E rq. 
Here A, stands for the Laplacian and f is supposed to belong to C” (0). 
Problems of such type have been under consideration of different authors many times (see 
[ 1,6-9,11,15] and others). In the case .f E C,? (a \ I’u), i.e. .f = 0 near IO, by synthetising 
results in [6] and [l], the asymptotic decomposition of ,u(E. :I:) reads as follows: 
Let us explain the notations in (1.8). First, o = (01: (v2) is the multiindex with the items 
tu; E (0, 1.2. ...}; ICYI = 01 + o2 and 
Next, Y,, are l-periodic solutions of the recursive sequence of the problems on the 
periodicity cell S = C/ \ il: 
(1.9) -AEY(o.o)(() = 1. ( E 5’: Ycc,.o,(() = 0, E E i3A 
and for 1~~1 > I 
(1.10) - 
(1.11) I’,,(() = 0. ( E ail: 
while eJ = (&,,;, 2,,) 0 .), b;,,j implies Kronecker’s symbol, 
0 - c’ = (01 - 1,w). (1 - 2 = ((El, (22 - 1). 
and Y(Tl.i2) = 0 in the case when, at least, one among the integers r1 and r2 is negative. 
Finally, < = (<i,&) = f-l, d .r eno es rapid variables and I-periodic functions possess the t 
period li in &. 
Fulfilling both the Dirichlet conditions (1.6) and (1.7), the truncated series 
(1.12) 
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produces a small discrepancy in the equation ( 1.5) and therefore the difference u-u,, can be 
estimated easily. On the other hand, if f # 0 on IQ, then (1.8) leaves the discrepancy O(E’) 
in the conditions (1.7). In [7] Chap.4, for any perforated domain Q(E) with the smooth 
exterior boundary i3Q, an investigation was performed of a solution which compensates the 
last discrepancy and satisfies the homogeneous equation (I 5). It was verified, in particular, 
that this solution is of the boundary-layer type, i.e., as E --f SO, it decays exponentially 
apart from the boundary i)Q. At the same time, no precise information on its asymptotic 
behavior is available in the case of arbitrary aQ = IQ. The above-mentioned hypotheses 
on ICJ (straight intercepts and right angles) help us to clarify the explicit forms of those 
boundary layers, 
It is the paper [2] where, for the first time, corner boundary layers were detected in the 
asymptotic decomposition of the solution V(E, X) to the Dirichlet problem 
(1.13) --E~&u(E, x) + U(E, x) = f(x), z E Q; V(E, .‘I:) = 0, n: E i3Q, 
where Q is the rectangle in (1.1). Besides smooth components, the decomposition involves 
four boundary layers, attached to each of the rectangle Q sides, and four boundary layers, 
related to the corner points of Q. All these boundary layers have an exponential decay 
while leaving the rectangle line IQ. 
The similar collection of boundary layers with the same decay properties appears 
in the asymptotics of a solution to the problem (1.5)-( 1.7). In order to describe the 
corresponding asymptotic structures we need to introduce certain notations. Starting with 
the vertex P’ = (0,O) and the intercept I” = {z : z2 = 0,O < x1 5 LI}, we enumerate 
counterclockwise the vertices and the intersections of the rectangle Q, resp., by the roman 
superscripts I, II, 111, IV and the arabic ones 1,2,3,4 (see Fig. 1). 
IV! 
3 
4 2 
I 1 ... . 
III 
II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~ 
Fig. 1. 
Components of the boundary layer at I” are solutions of a problem in the semistrip 
perforated by the set (1.3), 
(1.14) II1 = {I1 = <<:,r:, : E: > o,t: E (Wl)} \ Al. 
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They have to be written in the rapid variables E1 = CC~:L, while the slow one x1 = LI:~ 
is regarded as a parameter of the problem. Those solutions depend II-periodically on <: 
and have an exponential decay as <i + +m, their dependence on xi being smooth. 
Analogous properties are peculiar to the boundary layers at 12, Is, I‘4 and the list of the 
corresponding variables reads as follows: 
r2 : <’ = (c-“.L2.~-yL1 - Xl)). x2 = x2, 
r” : I” = (E-lx,. c-y& - cc*)). x3 = :I:, ( 
P : (4 = (&L2. E-lxl). x4 = x2. 
We denote by rj the restriction operator on I”; for example, (rl,f’)(x’) = S(:C~,()), 
(r”f)(x”) = f(0, x2). 
The boundary layers at the intersections of i3Q are of the form: 
(1.15) UJ(E, :L.) N x2+” 1 J-:((<‘)(rJV~,f)(xJ). :j = 1;...4. 
k=O lnl=k 
where the notations are the same as in (1.8) and the special solutions Yi of the problems in 
IIj will be specified in section 3. If we assume f to vanish near to the vertices of Q, the sum 
(1.16) ‘U,,, (E, :c) + c &(E. :I:) 
.j=l 
of the truncated series (1.8) and (1.15) (c$ (1.11)) becomes an infinitesimal on the whole 
boundary I’, and, thus, it gives the global approximation of U(E,Z) in Q(E). Otherwise, 
compensating the discrepancies of (1 .S) in the Dirichlet conditions (1.7), the series ( 1.15) 
produce in (1.7) their own discrepancies that concentrate around the points P’. . . Prc- 
and decay exponentially apart from them (for example, 7~~ (E. X) does not, in general, vanish 
at I4 and I?2 but decays exponentially, as :r2 grows, and becomes negligibly small at IS). 
To take into account the new discrepancies, we use the following boundary layers: 
(1.17) tLJ(&, 2:) - .g 2+z 1 Y;J(<J)O;f(PJ), J = I.. . . . IV. 
!T=O I,vl=I; 
In (1.17), Y,” stand for special solutions of the Dirichlet problem in the perforated 
quadrants K,’ (see section 3); 
I1 = (&-bl: &&C2): <‘I = (E-b2: & -lpi1 - Xl)): 
p = (E-Q1 - :1.1)5 E-l& - Q))> <I” = (E-l& - x2), E-%1). 
Note that under the change II; --+ rl’ = ECU :C the domain Q(E) transforms into the large 
rectangle with holes of unit size 
{E’ : E-lL; > I’ > O,% = 1.2) \ 71,. 
while, at E = 0, we come across the above-mentioned perforated quadrant 
(1.18) K’ = {<I : a$ > O.% = 1.2} \ 41. 
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Because of the symmetry, further we shall only discuss the boundary layers related to the 
intersection r1 and the vertex P’. 
In the next section, we formulate solvability and uniqueness results for the limit problems 
in II’ and K’. To describe decay properties of the boundary layers, we use function spaces 
with norms containing exponential weights (other power weights are responsable for 
singularities of solutions at comer points). In section 3, we determine recursive sequencies 
of problems to find the functions Yi, Y,” in (1.15), (1.17) and detect their properties. Section 
4 is devoted to a construction of the asymptotic approximation U, and an estimation of 
the difference u - U,, in H1 ( Q(E)). I n section 5, under an assumption on the smoothness 
of 8A, we derive estimates of higher order derivatives of u - U, by means of weighted 
Sobolev spaces. As a direct consequence of those results, we conclude with an estimate for 
ll~~, - urn; H2(W)ll, too. We should emphasize two points. First, u - U, $ @(G(E)) 
and, hence, the power weights at higher derivatives appear necessarily. Second, it is the 
aforesaid geometry specification that permits us to deal with the classical solution (c$ [7] 
where only weak solutions were under consideration). In the last section, we argue certain 
generalizations of the problem (1 .5)-( 1.7). 
2. The limit problems 
Let US omit superscripts j and d in this section. At first, we consider the problem in 
the perforated semistrip (1.14) i.e. 
(2.1) -A,%9 = JYI); E E K 
(2.2) V(E) = 0, ( E BIT \ (7T+ u x): 
with periodicity conditions on the rays 7r+ = {[ : II = 0, t2 > 0} and r- = {< : [I = 
h,12 > q: 
(2.3) 
v(“)c2) = v(ll:12)! g(O,<2) = g(il,C,) for E2 > 0. 
The problem (2.1)-(2.3) of course, has been investigated completely (see [5], [9], [13], 
[14] 9 3.4, Q 5.4, etc.). To describe results of the further use, we introduce the space 
W,\ (II) as the completion of the vector space of Ii-periodic (in &) functions from CT(n) 
with respect to the weighted norm 
For s 2 1, we also set l$i(II) = {V E PV;(Il) : ‘u = 0 on Xl \ (x+ UT-)}. Here 
s E Na = N U {0}, the weight exponent ,8 is a real number, and a = (ci, ~2), 
CJi E NJ, ICJ = 01 + L72. In the case of a positive smoothness exponent s, we, in 
addition, suppose that the boundary dA is a simple curve of the class C”+l. As searching 
for the weak solution V E kVk((n), we reduce the problem (2.1)-(2.3) to the usual integral 
identity (see e.g. [9]) and permit the right-hand side in the form: 
(2.5) 
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with the natural norm 
where the infimum is calculated over all representations (2.5). 
PROPOSITION 1. - There exists /& > 0 such thatfor s E No and @ E (--/JO; 00) the problem 
(2.1)-(2.3) with F E W;-‘(n) admits the unique solution V E k;+‘(n) and the estimate 
is valid where c depends only on s, /j and q, A. 0 
We, of course, shall apply Proposition 1 at [j > 0 in order to prove decay properties 
of the boundary layers (1.15). 
Let us turn to the next limit problem, i.e. the Dirichlet problem in the perforated 
quadrant (1.18) 
(2.6) -‘&V(l) = F(t), t E K; V(t) = o, $ E a~. 
To choose suitable function spaces, we mention that in comparison with (2.4), their 
norms must contain two different weights, namely, an exponential weight at infinity and 
an additional power weight which according to [4] (see also [14]; $2.3) watchs over a 
behavior of solutions near angular (conical) points of boundaries. Hence, we denote by 
lI;,a(K) the completion of C,“(K) with respect to the norm 
where s E Na, y, /? E R and p = I</, d(p) = min{p, 1). 
As before, we introduce the subspace l?;,,B(K) = {U E V;,p( K): u = 0 on 3K) for 
s 2 1 and the space V,-;(K) of functions F in the form (2.5) where F. E V:+t,s(K), 
’ E E Pjp(K); 
As usual, we say that V E v:,p(K) . 1s a weak solution of (2.6) if for any test function 
7 E Cr (K) there holds the integral identity 
(2.8) .I V,V.V,vd[ = (For) + F’.V,$d< K 
where the dot stands for the scalar product in W2; F’ = (F,. F2) and F,, are taken 
from (2.5). 
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LEMMA 2. - There exists 70, /!I, > 0 such that for y E (-^iO; yo), /3 E (-PO; l&130) the 
problem (2.8) admits the unique solution V E f~t,~(K) and the estimate 
is valid where c depends only on p, y and q, A. 0 
Proof. - By completion arguments, we can put into (2.8) any rl E $7,-o(K) or, 
what is the same in view of (2.7), any ~(0 = R(<)‘W([) where W E c$.B(K) and 
R(t) = d(p)“‘e@P. Thus, we arrive at the identity 
I R2V,V.V, Wd<+2 .I’ RWV$.V,Rd< . Ii Ii 
(2.10) = 
.I 
(R2F,W + R2F’.V,W + 2RWF’.V,R)d[, 
I< 
b’ W E i&(K). 
We rewrite (2.10) in the shorten form: 
< v, w > +211(V, W) = 12(W) 
and shall verify later on the inequalities 
< W W > 2 coIIW~~,,W)lI x IIW; ~$,,W)ll, 
(2.11) IUK WI I 4Pl + IrlIlK v;,,W)lI x IIW ~:,,WII> 
Il2W)I I c2IlW4,#W 
The first one proves <, > to be a scalar product in the Hilbert space 7-t = G$,8( K). By 
Riesz’s representation theorem the other couple of the inequaIities state the relations 
211(V, W) = - < AV, W >, 12(W) =< F, W >, 
where d : X - X and F : X - Iw are continuous linear operator and functional, 
resp., and, moreover, the norm 
(2.12) IId: IFI - XII F c(Po + YO) 
is an infinitesimal as 70, @a - +O. Thus, we obtain the equation 
and its solution in the form of the following Neumann’s series: 
(2.13) V = (I- A)-'3= gdk3. 
k=O 
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The formulas (2.12) (2.13) prove assertions of the lemma and, therefore, it remains to 
check (2.11). The middle inequality and the last one follows from the estimates: 
lww)I = K/j + rn’(~)~(/,)-‘)R(E)vEI,I 
5 (l/j1 + Iww’)w) 5 (I/~1 + kwWW) 
where d’ denotes the derivative of d. 
To confirm the third inequality in (2.1 l), we calculate with the help of the estimate 
of lO,R(<)I that: 
I~W)l 5 I R21Fol.lW14 . Ii 
Owing to (2.7) for s = 1 and the left-hand side of (2.10) we only need the relation 
(2.14) IIRVy: L#7112 > clld-lIw; L,(K)j12 
to conclude the first inequality in (2.1 1). Let us divide K into the periodicity cells 
(2.15) S, = {( : (<I - r/11,,& - 14/2) E 5’ = q \ A}; 
where 11 = (~1, ~2) E Ng (cfi (1.1) and (1.3)). On each of the cells, with the exception 
of St),), we have, by the definition of R, that: 
(2.16) 
inf{ K(E) I[ E S,} 
O < (:R < sup{R([)IE E S,} 5 cR: 
where c... and C... are independent of V. Recalling that I/’ = 0 on the boundaries of the 
holes, we deduce by means of the Friedrichs-Poincare inequality that we have 
p?L2(S,))12 I cljv~K~2(l%112. 
Hence, using (2.16) we get 
(2.17) Ilf-1Rv:L2(Sv)l12 < C(IRV,V: LZ(S,)II"> 
where C depends neither on V, nor on I/, as 17/l # 0. 
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Let us deal with the exceptional cell S aa. On this cell the exponential weight e“‘P does 
not play any role. We extend V by zero over the holes and introduce the polar coordinates 
(p. cp) and the sector B + = {E : P < Po,(P E (07/2)) so that I)+ > Soo. Since V = 0 
at cp = 0 and cp = 7r/2, the Friedrichs-Poincare inequality on the arc (0; 7r/2) 3 cp gives 
the relations: 
.I p2’I~EV(E)124 I Coll~~~V1~2(Soo)ll~. B+ 
The summation of the obtained inequalities over v E Nz yields the estimate (2.14) which, 
as it has been said, finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Under the aforesaid condition on iJA in the next proposition, we shall detect better 
smoothness properties of the solution V, than the weak ones provided by Lemma 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. - Let ,D E (-,L?o; [jo), s E No, y E (-2; 0] and F E V$(K). Then 
OS+1 there exists a unique solution V E V;+,s,,(K) of the problem (2.6) and the estimate 
(2.18) IiV; V;;:,,W)ll I W: V;,,:,,W)ll 
holds true with the constant c, independent of V. 0 
REMARK 4. - The above assertion is valid at any y E (-2; 2) and we have supposed 
y E (-2; 0] for a simplification of the following proof (one can find in 0 2.3 [14] how it 
is necessary to deal with y E (0; 2)). Further we refer to the case of negative y only. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3. - It is sufficient to treat the case s 2 1 (a simplification occurs 
at s = 0). For s 2 1, in virtue of (2.7), 
F E v;3.t,&v c L),o+1,fl (K) c V:,:,(K) c Vii:(K) 
and therefore Lemma 2 gives us the weak solution V E Vi,, c ““I,/, which, according to 
local estimates of solutions to elliptic problems (see e.g. [lo]), belongs to H:zl(K \ O), 
since F E IJ’;;,~.~~(K) c IcCT~;~(?? \ 0). 
Let us verify that V E V~~,~,,( K). 
To do this, we divide K into the cells (2.15). Provided the sides of the cell S, do not 
lay on dK, the estimates cited above deliver 
(2.19) J~V;~“+1(SJ12 5 c(I~F;H”-~(W’ + llW2jSv)ll”) 
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where, with some fixed 6 > 0, 
(2.20) S, = {( : -0 < (; - n;1, < l; + h.~i = 1.2} \ A,, 
and S, = qV \ A, c S,, S,, c K (in other words, the enlarged cell S, is made of the 
inflated rectangle by the same hole as in S,). Employing the inequalities of the type (2.16) 
for S,, and S,,, we insert the exponential weight r:2PF’ into the norms in (2.19) and obtain: 
(2.21) Ipv; H”+1(s,)I/2 < C(ll& H”-‘(s,)ll’ + pv: L2(Sr,)l12). 
For the cells SolL and SILC) with n > 0, only one side of which lays on i)K, the same 
local estimates furnish the inequality 
(2.22) IlV; H”+1(S,)l/2 2 C( IIF: fT1(S,, n K)ll* + IIV; L2($,, n K)ll” 
and, furthermore, by the previous arguments, we have 
(2.23) IlepfV: H”+1(S,)~~2 < r:(llc~“F: H”-‘($,, n K)ll” 
+ IIc~‘~V: L2(S, n K)ll*). 
For the corner cell Soa where the power weights are of the most importance, we apply 
results of [4] (see also Theorem 2.3.1 in [14]) and, owing to the assumption y E (-2; 0), 
we obtain: 
(2.24) c ~~p(y+“)-(“+1)+‘~‘~~V:L2(Soo)~~2 
IflI<s+l 
5 coo ( c Ilp(y+s)-(“-l)fl~l~~~; L2(Soo n K)ll* + lJp-lV: L2(soo n K)ll’). 
1fl1<5-1 
We sum the inequalities (2.21), (2.23) over the cells S, with II # (0.0) and add (2.24) to 
the result. Since, clearly, the weights e20p on K \ So0 and p”’ on So0 n K are equivalent 
to d(p)“‘e 28P the right-hand side of the resultant inequality does not exceed ,
(2.25) 9~~ax{cs,coo}c.s(~~F~~~,~,~,(K)~~2 + l~V:Vr,,(K)~~“). 
where cE means the above-mentioned equivalence constant and the factor 9 appears 
because of the finite-to-one overlapping of S, with v E Ni. Both norms in (2.25) are 
determined and, thus, the double series in the left-hand side of the resultant inequality 
must converge. The above argument about the equivalence of the weights, together with 
the formula (2.9) at y = 0, yields the estimate: 
IIK~~~:,#-)II 5 c(llF ~;&wll + IlVl v”I,dWl) 
5 ~(llW;+:,,,(K)ll + Wo~,-,:(K)ll) 5 4J’:Y$(K)II. 
i.e. the estimate (2.18) which finishes the proof of Proposition 3. 0 
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REMARK 5. - The interval (-2;2) for y has been chosen in Proposition 3 and Remark 4 
in such a way that for any negative /3 and s E Na 
(cj: Theorems 2.3.2, 2.3.5 in [14]). Both of these harmonics fulfil the homogeneous 
Dirichlet problem in the right angle {I : p > 0,O < cp < 7r/2} and, hence, may appear in 
the asymptotics (as p - +0) of a solution to the problem (2.6) while < -+ p2 sin 2~ is 
a smooth function and the term pp2 sin 2~ is forbidden even for a weak solution. 0 
3. Construction of the asymptotic series 
If one replaces in (1.5) U(E; x) by the asymptotic series (l.E), all terms with 
&li+2 (I; = 0, 1, . . .) are cancelled mutually according to a calculation performed in Chap.9 
of [l]. Let us determine the functions Yi so that the series (1.14) at j = 1 compensates the 
discrepancy of (1.8) in (1.7) on I1 and simultaneously the cancellation mentioned above 
occurs in (1.5). Following Chap.4 in [7], we list the problems: 
(3.1) 
-~~y(‘o,o)(~‘) = 0, El E P 
y,‘,,,)W) = -y(o,o,K1), El E XI \ CT+ u r-1: 
and for Ia] > 1 
(3.2) 
-A&w) = qv2+ (F’) + 2$+ (I’) t1 E fir 
y,‘((l) = -Ya(<l), I’ E XI \ (7r+ u %). 
Here we use the same notations as in (1.10); in particular, Y,‘-,l = 0 at cyl = 0. In contrast 
to (2.1), (2.2), the boundary conditions in (3.1), (3.2) are inhomogeneous. However, the 
Dirichlet data have compact supports and, taking a cut-off function x E C?(W) such that 
x(O) = 1 with sufficiently small support, we obtain the homogeneous boundary conditions 
for the new unknown 
(3.3) ?;=Y,'+xY,. 
The problem (3.1) is transformed by (3.3) with cx = (0,O) into a problem of the type (2. l), 
(2.2) and Proposition 1 gives the solution Y(i,o) E M$“(II) with any chosen s E No 
and p E (0, Do). Assuming 
for IQ] < k - 1, we prove (3.4) for JoyI = k by recalling that 
Y,-2e’ > %-2,1 /at; E q-l(n) 
and by applying Proposition 1 to the problem (3.2) after the change (3.3) of the unknown 
Y,‘. 
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Let us consider the series ( 1.17) at .I = I, which is intended to compensate discrepancies 
produced in the Dirichlet conditions on I’4 and I”, resp., by u1 and ?I?. According to 
(1.14) these discrepancies take the form: 
Hence, the coefficients Y,,’ in (1.17) have to satisfy the relations 
(3.5) -A,Y,‘((‘) = 0, (’ E K’: 
(3.7) Y,‘(<f. 0) = -yz(O, [:) for E: > 0: 
(3.8) Y,‘(O.Ei) = -y,‘(O,$) for Ei > 0. 
In order to reduce (3.5)-(3.8) to the problem (2.6) with homogeneous boundary conditions 
we, first of all, mention that, in virtue of the last lines in (3.1), (3.2) and similar problems 
for Y(&), Y,, there hold the equalities: 
(3.9) Y(‘,,,,(O; 0) = -Y(o.o)(o> O), y:p. 0) = -K(O. O)> 
(3.10) Y(“,,O)(O, 0) = -q~J~)(o, 01, mo: 0) = -K@, 0). 
With the help of the same cut-off function x as in (3.3), we define 
(3.11) i::(c) = of + XW). 
We emphasize that in (3.10), (3.11) cr can coincide with (O,O), too. Obviously, due to 
(3.9) and,(3.6)-(3.8) the new unknown ?‘L has to vanish on dK. Moreover, with the [j, 
s as in (3.4) and any y E (-2; 0), 
(3.13) 4x! E yT,~.pw7. 
Indeed, for the first couple of terms in the right-hand side of (3.11) we derive the 
necessary inclusion directly from (3.4) (note that the supports of the cut-off functions 
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(1 -xc. .9)x(. .I are nothing, but strips). As for the last term, we mention that, according 
to the above-cited local estimates of solutions to elliptic problems, Y,” is indefinitely 
differentiable everywhere with exception, maybe, the boundaries of the holes. Thus, since 
we have supposed x to possess a small support, the last term contribution to the left-hand 
side of (3.12) is a function from CT(K) which, of course, belongs to V;&(K) for 
any s. j” and y > -2. 
Proposition 3 provides us with the solution Y<t E Vs+l y s,O(K) of the problem (2.6) with 
the right-hand side (3.13) and, therefore, we have found the solutions 
(3.14) y,’ E q::,p (W, s E No, P 6 (O,~O~> Y E (-%()I 
of the problems (3.5)-(3.8) and have constructed the series (1.16). 
4. Justification of the asymptotics 
By adding the truncated series (1.17) to the sum (1.15) of the previous ones, we obtain 
the asymptotic approximation of the solution %L(E, X) to the problem (1.5)-(1.7) 
(4.1) 
j=l .J=I 
Using the recursive formulas (1.9). (1.10) and (3.1) (3.2) together with (3.5)-(3.8) we 
conclude that 
and therefore 
(4.3) IIML + f;~z(Q(4)II I #+‘. 
At the same time, U, leaves a small, but nonzero discrepancy in the Dirichlet conditions 
(1.7) on IQ. It is more convenient to treat an approximation satisfying both boundary 
conditions (1.6) and (1.7). That is why we multiply the addenda in (4.1) by suited cut-off 
functions and take 
(4.4) 
j=l .J=I 
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as a new approximation of U(E, x). The list of the cut-off functions in (4.4) looks as follows: 
X1(X) = X”(Q), x2(x:) = ,?(“(I/1 - Xl), 
X3(T) = X,)(Iq - .x2), x4(x) = x0(:1:1); 
x’(z) = X”(Zl)X”(Z2). p(x) = x0(& - :1:1)x0(22), 
p(z) = xo(L1 - :r1)x()(Lq - :1:2). jyyx) = x()(:“l)xo(L2 - x2). 
Here x0 E C”(R), xo(t) = 1 as t E [O; b] and x0(t) = 0 as t E [2h; 361 while 
b = min{Li, L2}/3. In virtue of the exponential decay of the boundary layers (see (3.4) 
and (3.13)) we have 
(4.5) 
IIU,, - U,‘,; H’(Q(E))II 5 c,-~‘~/~, 
]JA,,U,,, - A,U;“,; &(Q(E))]] < Cf:-iiblE. 
Thus, we can avoid to distinguish between U,,, and U;,. 
THEOREM 6. - The solution u of the problem ( 1.5)-( 1.7) and its asymptotic approximations 
(4.1), (4.4) are related by the estimates: 
(4.6) )Ju - Ii,,; H’(Q(E))II 2 CE’~~+~: 
(4.7) IIu - Ui,x,; H’(&(~))ll < cP+~. 
Proof. - Since u - Uj$ = 0 on ~Q(E) and 
-&(u - u;,) = k(u:, - u,,,) + f + AJJ,,, in Q(E). 
we multiply the last equality by (U - U$ ), integrate by parts in Q, and arrive at 
IlWu - U$):WQ(~))II I lb - ~Sz(QkNlI 
x (II&W; - ud L2iQ(4jll + II&k + f; Lz(Q(4)ll). 
It suffices to recall (4.3)-(4.5) and the well-known inequality (see Chap. 4 in [7]) 
(4.8) llc7,w L2(Q(d)lI L ~~-~llv b(Q(~))ll, 
which holds with any ?i E H1 ( Q(E)) satisfying ( 1.6). 
5. Estimates of higher order derivatives 
Since f E C-(Q), under the assumption dA E Cs+’ the solution u of the problem 
(1.5)-( 1.7) and the asymptotic solution (4.1) belong to the Sobolev class H”+l everywhere, 
except, maybe, at the corner points P’, . . . P”-. In order to estimate higher order 
derivatives of the difference u - U,,, we introduce the function space V;(Q(E)) as the 
completion of Cr(Q(e) \ {P’, . . PI’.}) with respect to the norm 
(5.1) 11~1; V;(Q(~))lle = ( c E~~~~~~~~-+‘~V~U; L2(Q(4[12)1’2> 
Inl<s 
where y E R, s E No and 
p,(x) = rnin{l~E-l]:~~ - P’],....E--~]~: - PV)}. 
Note that the norm (5.1) depends on the small parameter E > 0, but it does not affect the 
space VI (Q( E)) either algebraically, or topologically. 
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LEMMA 7. - Zf f E V,“rs’ (Q(E)) with s E N and y E (-2; 01, then the weak ~&WI 
u E H1 (Q(E)) of the problem (1 .5)-( 1.7) belongs to Vy”++s’( Q(E)) and the estimate 
(5.2) lb; V;:,?Q(4)IL F cc211f; v,s,-,‘(QWIL 
holds true with the constant c independent qf E E (0; Q] and u. 
Proof. - We stretch the coordinates n: + < = e-l z and obtain the Dirichlet problem 
for the equation 
(5.3) 
in the domain 
-L&U(E, Et) = E2f(E, Et) 
(5.4) q-‘) = {( E R2 : 0 < (; < &-%I, i = 1, a> \ Xl. 
TO derive (5.2), we follow the same way as in the proof of Proposition 3. First, we 
divide (5.4) into the periodicity cells S, where 11 = (vi, v2) and according to (1.2) 
vi = O,l;..,p; - 1. 
Second, we employ the estimates (2.21) (2.23) and (2.24) resp., for the interior cells, the 
side cells, and the corner cells. Third, we sum all these estimates and obtain the inequality 
II< - 4&>4)i v,“=,‘M~-‘,,llf 
I c E4111 - P(&); v;;,~1(~(~-‘>>l12 + III { - 4w9; V!,(W)ll:). 
We perform now the inverse change < --+ II: = E[ and arrive at 
(5.5) IbY;:~(Q(4N I 4&“llf; v;;a?QWlIc + lb; I/_OdQWlle); 
(note that this change of variables and the factor E’ in (5.3) furnish the distributions of E 
in (5.1) (5.2) and (5.5)). In order to derive (5.2) it remains to recall the relations: 
(5.6) ~~llf; v,“,-,‘(Q(4IIe L ~~~llf; V~(Q(4)lle, 
2 #‘z~ L(Q(4)ll > 4~: V!,(Q(4)llc: 
which follow from (5.1), (2.17) at R = 1, and (4.8). q 
First of all, we mention that U, does not belong to V$! (Q(E)) in the case y 5 0, 
since UnL(PJ) # 0 (U, does not satisfy (1.7)), and the integral 
I 
+co p2((-~+“)-(“+1))IUm(P.~)12p,dp, E 
. 0 
diverges, thus, here we treat Uz only. The right-hand side Fm, of (4.2) has not to vanish 
at P’; . ,PI”; however, the inequality y > -2 provides the convergence of the integral 
I +03 p~((Y+“)-(s--l))l~~(pJ)12p,rlp~ * 0 
and .&, E V;;-,‘(&(E)) under the condition y E (-2; 0] of the Lemma 7. 
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The norm (5.1) was generated by the differential expression cp,V, watching either for 
dependences on the rapid variables t”‘, or for the corner singularities of solutions. 
Hence, similarly to (4.3). we have 
Moreover, the exponential decay of &(UV, - Us,) as E --f +O is preserved for the norm 
in V~$(Q(E)) and, in parallel to (4.5), 
IIA,,U,, - A,Uz; y$(Q(~))ll, i cepdbiE. 
Now, by referring to Lemma 7, we achieve the following assertion. 
THEOREM 8. - Let s E N, L)A E Cs+l and y E (-2; 01. Then the solution ‘u qf the problem 
(1.5)-( 1.7) and its approximation (4.4) are related by the estimate 
(5.7) II7L - u,;,: yy!~(Q(&))II, < CEm+3. 0 
REMARK 9. - From (5.7) and (5.1) it follows that 
and, at first sight, (5.8) implies higher order approximation of u by U,, than (4.7). This is 
not true because of the last inequality in (5.6) which, in view of (4.7), furnishes 
(5.9) ((p;l(u - U:J: &(Q(~))ll < C+ - Uk; H’(QWll 5 CP+~. 
At the same time, aside from estimates of higher order derivatives, the inequality (5.7), 
in comparison with (4.7), gives more precise information about the behavior of *u - Uzl 
in the vicinity of the corner points, since for negative y the weight in (5.8) is harder 
than the one in (5.9). 
In addition to (5.9), the estimate (5.8) yields 
(5.10) IlpZV,(u - U$J;L2(Q(4)II L CE’~+~: 
Ilpz+lV;(u - U;); Lz(Q(~))ll 2 cP+~. 
For y E (-2; -11 the exponents of pE in (5.8), (5.10) are nonpositive and, besides, 
p,(x)” > 1 as cr < 0. We roughen the inequalities (5.8) (5.10) by the complete elimination 
of weights and deduce the following assertion. 
COROLLARY 10. - If dA E C’, then 
(5.11) 1171, - U;; H2(Q(~))ll 5 cP+‘. Cl 
In (5.11) one, of course, can replace Uz by U, without a loss of the precision. 
Example 2.1.5 in [14] shows that any estimate of 7~ - Uz in H3(Q(c)) is not avalaible 
due to possible singularities of 9~. in the corner points. 
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6. Generalizations 
6.1. Differential equations 
The Poisson equation, of course, is regarded only as an example and similar asymptotic 
constructions are fit for solutions of the Dirichlet problem for miscellaneous self-adjoint 
elliptic systems in a rectangle. For a wide class of such systems results of the same 
character, as in Proposition 1, were obtained in $5.1, 5.4 [ 141. Regarding a problem in 
the perforated angle, Lemma 2 may be extended to systems of differential equations only 
in the cases where the corresponding bilinear forms happen to be positive definite for 
vectorvalued functions vanishing on dK. The last requirement is fulfilled, e.g., by the 
LamC systems in the theory of elasticity, but is rejected by the Stokes equations. We 
mention also that the chosen way to improve differential properties of weak solutions (see 
Proposition 3 and Lemma 7) can be reserved for systems as well. 
6.2. Boundary conditions 
All results in section 2-5 are still valid for the mixed boundary value problem composed 
from (1.5), (1.6) and 
E(x) = 0, 2 E rQ = f3Q. 
On the other hand, the Dirichlet conditions on the boundary r4 of the holes seem to be 
crucial, since, owing to asymptotic structures found in [ 121, it is very predictable that in 
the case of the Neumann conditions on l?il solutions of the Poisson equation in K lose 
an exponential decay at infinity and behave like O(l[l-‘) as I[[ --f 00. We refer also 
to [I l] where power boundary layers near vertices of a rectangle were considered for a 
scalar differential equation with rapidly oscillating coefficients. 
6.3. Domains 
The above asymptotic constructions are suitable for solutions of the problem (lS)-( 1.7) 
in the perforated polygon Q(E) = Q \ 2, under assumptions that Q is convex and each 
among the angles aj between the sides I?j of Q and xl-axis is in the relationship 
tan oj = p!22-h 
Pj212 
(Pji E Z). 
with the periods II and 12 (see (1.2)). The polygonal line 8Q is permitted to cross the 
boundaries of the holes, but according to [4] the norms of the function spaces YVi”(II), 
V;:(K) and V;s+‘(Qk)) g ain additional weights corresponding to new angular points 
on the domain boundaries. Moreover, the stated asymptotic procedure gets no influence 
from smoothing the corner points PJ and small periodic perturbation of I?j such that the 
perturbation along the intersection I’j possesses the period all/ cos aj. In this case the 
base of the semistrip II is distorted while the angular part of dK transforms into periodic 
curves. Besides, the estimate (5.11) expands with evident changes over the whole scale of 
the Sobolev spaces if the boundary ~Q(E) has become smooth after the above-mentioned 
perturbations. 
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Fig. 2. 
Let us outline the case where the reference polygon Q is not convex (cf. Fig. 2). If the 
angle between the intercepts I’j and I’j+’ exceeds 7r, a smooth extension of the boundary 
layer (1.14) on the whole domain Q(E) is not available and, thus, the described approach 
to indicate the corner boundary layers (1.16) does not work any longer. To improve the 
asymptotic procedure in question, one may choose between one of the following ways: 
to apply the method of matched asymptotic expansions (see e.g. [3], or to employ cut-off 
functions as it was proposed in [ 1 I]. Note that, in any case, for non-convex polygons, the 
estimate (5.11) loses its validity because the solution u used to lay outside of H’(~)(E)) 
(cf. Example 2.1.4 [4]) while the weighted estimate (5.11) is kept under an appropriate 
restrictions on y. For example, in the case of the r-shaped polygon drawn on Fig.2, 
the asymptotics of u in the vicinity of the coordinates origin 0 starts with the term 
cr213 sin(2p/3) and, thus, (5.7) does still hold true for y E (-2/S; 2/3), but the fact that 
second derivatives of u are not square integrable violates the estimate (5.1 I). One, of 
course, can reestablish (5.11) by smoothing the corner in E-neighbourhood of its top 0. 
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